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SUMMARY
We study the problem of determining an unknown event location relative to previously
located events using a single monitoring array in a monitoring well. We show that using
the available information about the previously located events for locating new events is
advantageous to localizing each event independently. By analyzing confidence regions,
we compare the performance of two previously proposed localization methods, double-
difference and interferometry, in varying signal noise and velocity uncertainty. We show
that the double-difference method combats the signal noise much better due to the aver-
aging over a larger number of travel time measurements. The interferometric method is
superior where the main source of error is the velocity uncertainty between the event loca-
tions and the monitoring array. We propose a hybrid method that automatically balances
these two approaches and produces a location estimator that is superior to either.
Key words: Theoretical seismology, hydraulic fracture localization, double-difference,
interferometry, uncertainty, velocity uncertainty
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1 INTRODUCTION
The localization of seismic events is an important problem both in global seismology
and in exploration. Applications of this problem vary from earthquake characterization
to hydraulic fracture monitoring. In hydraulic fracture monitoring, locating microseismic
events is an indirect method to image fractures or monitor their growth (Huang et al.,
2006; Bennett et al., 2006; Michaud et al., 2004).
Traditionally event localization is performed as follows. For each event observed from a
single well, its travel time and polarization, which provides the direction of the arriving
signal, are estimated. The event excitation time is not known in practice, but this problem
may be eliminated by considering the time difference between P and S arrivals (Pearson,
1981; House, 1987). Combining the measured travel time and polarization with an as-
sumed velocity model allows the recorded event to be ray traced to its estimated location.
Microseismic events are located one by one, and the location of one is not used to improve
the estimated location of another.
As will be elaborated further, the classical localization technique described above fails to
use important information that couples data from different events, and that can be used
to constrain the location of an unknown event relative to already located events (Dewey,
1972; Fitch, 1975; Spence, 1980; Hulsey et al., 2009; Kummerow, 2010). If multiple
events originate in the same fracture then this relative localization could produce useful
information about the geometry of the fracture. When multiple fractures are created se-
quentially, relative distances between the events from different fractures reveal important
information about the geometry of the entire fracture system.
In this paper, we will consider two methods of relative localization that have been previ-
ously proposed: double-difference (Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000) and interferometry
(Poliannikov et al., 2011). Both methods use correlations of direct arrivals to couple ar-
rivals of pairs of events. These correlograms produce new measurements of wave prop-
agation between the events that are less sensitive to the global variations of the velocity
(Zhang and Thurber, 2003; Borcea et al., 2005; Zhang and Thurber, 2006).
While the rational for using double-difference and interferometry is similar, the methods
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differ in important aspects. The double-difference localization seeks to match predicted
correlograms with observed ones uniformly at all receivers, while the interferometric lo-
calization fits the correlogram only at the stationary phase point. In order to compare the
performance of each method, an objective measure is required. Such a measure can then
be used to test each method for a range of realistic scenarios.
We consider here a numerical experiment with a single monitoring well and two frac-
tures that are located near one another. Location of events in the first reference fracture
are assumed known, and we attempt to localize an event in another fracture using all the
information that is available. We assume that the velocity in the overburden is uncertain
and that the recorded signal is noisy. Using these assumptions we define location estima-
tors for both methods and compute the associated uncertainty. Analysis of the location
uncertainty reveals the situations in which one method is superior to another.
The uncertainty analysis that we develop is general and applies to any relative localization
method that tries to fit predicted correlograms to observed ones. Accordingly, instead of
choosing between the two methods, we seek to find a localization method that minimizes
the locational uncertainty given accepted assumptions on the signal noise and velocity un-
certainty. After quantitatively comparing the two methods, we propose a hybrid method
that combines double-difference and interferometry. By automatically finding optimal
windows around the stationary receivers, the method balances the superior noise reduc-
tion of long windows (double-difference) against the superior bias reduction of short but
intelligently selected windows (interferometry). By design, this method outperforms both
double-difference and interferometry.
2 LOCALIZATION FOR A KNOWN VELOCITY
2.1 Classical localization
A collection of seismic events excites elastic waves that are then recorded by receivers in
a monitoring well. The problem is to localize these events using the recorded signals. A
conventional method of event localization is to locate each event individually. For each
event, the travel time is picked at each receiver, and when combined with an assumed
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velocity model, ray tracing can be used to find the event location. Throughout the paper
we consider a situation where the recorded signal is noisy, and thus the picked travel times
are noisy. Suppose that, for a given wave arrival, the picked travel time, Tˆj , at the receiver
j can be written as
Tˆj = T (s, rj) + εj, j = 1, . . . , Nr, (1)
where Nr is the number of receivers in the monitoring well, T (s, rj) is the predicted
travel time from an event location s to a receiver location rj computed by raytracing in the
assumed velocity model V ; εj is independent Gaussian noise, given by εj ∼ N
(
0, σ2j
)
,
i.e., normally distributed with zero-mean and variance σ2j . We denote a measured value
with a hat. Then the likelihood function of the observed travel times is given by Eisner
et al. (2010):
pCL
(
{Tˆj} | s
)
=
1
(2π)Nr/2
Nr∏
j=1
σj
exp

−1
2
Nr∑
j=1
(
Tˆj − T (s, rj)
σj
)2 . (2)
The posterior distribution, pCL(s | Tˆj), of the event location, s, given the observed travel
times, {Tˆj}, are obtained using the Bayes’ rule:
pCL
(
s | {Tˆj}
)
=
pCL
(
Tˆj | s
)
p(s)∫∫∫
pCL
(
Tˆj | s
)
p(s) ds
. (3)
Assuming the uniform prior probability p(s) ≡ const, we have
pCL
(
s | {Tˆj}
)
∝ exp

−1
2
Nr∑
j=1
(
Tˆj − T (s, rj)
σj
)2 . (4)
2.2 Reducing uncertainty by using correlograms
In practice, we may need to localize many seismic events. Waldhauser and Ellsworth
(2000) have shown that instead of locating sources one by one we can use the available
information about previously located events in order to obtain better estimates of the
locations of subsequent events.
Assume, for example, that we have already localized Ns events: s1, . . . , sNs . The goal is
to localize an unknown event s. In order to use information from the already localized
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events, we use the original waveforms to compute cross-correlations of direct arrivals
from events si with that from event s for each receiver. We obtain picked cross-correlation
lags
τˆi,j = τ (si, s, rj) + ηi,j, (5)
where τ (si, s, rj) is the predicted correlogram moveout in the assumed velocity model,
and ηi,j is independent Gaussian noise given by ηi,j ∼ N
(
0, ζ2i,j
)
.
Note that although the predicted correlogram event moveouts
τ (si, s, rj) = T (s, rj)− T (si, rj) (6)
are differences of the corresponding arrival times in the original gathers, the picked lag
estimates, τˆi,j , are not differences of the lag picks because they are computed indepen-
dently directly from the waveforms. If the waveforms of the two events are similar then
the errors of the lag picks may be significantly lower than the time picks:
ζi,j ≪ σj . (7)
Assuming that the events s1, . . . , sNs have already been localized, we simultaneously
fit the predicted travel times, T (s, rj) to the observed time picks, Tˆj , and the predicted
correlogram moveouts, τ (si, s, rj), to the observed lags, τˆi,j . This allows us to calculate
the conditional distribution of the unknown event location s given the previously located
events. Since both the errors in the travel times and in the lags have Gaussian distributions,
we can perform the analysis similar to the one in Section 2.1, and write the estimator of
the location s given the observed travel times and lags as
pDD
(
s | s1, . . . , sNs, {Tˆj}, {τˆi,j}
)
∝ exp

−1
2
Nr∑
j=1
(
Tˆj − T (s, rj)
σj
)2
× exp
[
−
1
2
Ns∑
i=1
Nr∑
j=1
(
τˆi,j − τ (si, s, rj)
ζi,j
)2]
.
(8)
Following Zhang and Thurber (2003), we call this localization technique the double-
difference method, so named due to the two difference terms that appear in the exponen-
tials of Equation 8. The classical method of direct event localization given by Equation
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4 processes each event independently, and thus fails to utilize the important constraints
that couple pairs of events. Those constraints enter Equation 8 in the form of additional
exponentials of lag misfits. This results in a larger uncertainty in the classical localization
technique as compared to the double-difference method.
We illustrate the relative performance of both methods for a given velocity model. We
consider the numerical experiment shown in Figure 1a. The locations of the 25 events in
the reference fracture, situated at an offset of 300 m, are assumed known. The unknown
event is located further away at an offset of 600 m. The known layered velocity is shown
in Figure 1b.
We assume that the travel times, Tˆj , from the unknown event are picked with errors,
and the standard deviation of these errors is σj ≡ 4 ms, which is close to the sampling
frequency at which such seismic signals are often acquired. The direct arrivals from the
unknown event and the reference events are cross-correlated, and the lags are picked with
the uncertainty ζi,j ≡ 4 ms. We use Equations 4 and 8 to compute the conditional density
of the location estimators given by the classical and double-difference methods. We use
a fast eikonal solver to compute travel times from each of the 16 receivers. The likeli-
hood function values, and hence the posterior distribution values, can then be efficiently
computed throughout the 3D volume.
Because the medium is layered and the well is vertical, both methods fail to recover the
azimuth. The azimuthal information is available when the azimuthal symmetry of the
model is broken, such as by a non-vertical well and/or a velocity model that is not hori-
zontally stratified. We will examine this issue in more detail in a future publication. Here
we will analyze the uncertainty in the offset-depth plane. The azimuth can be estimated by
analyzing the polarization of the incoming wave if three-component receivers are avail-
able. This issue is not relevant to the localization algorithms discussed in this paper and
we will not consider it any further.
The locational performance of each method is shown in Figure 1c. For each method we
display the corresponding 95%-confidence region. Both estimators are unbiased but the
spread of the estimator constructed using the double-difference method is much smaller.
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We have thus shown that using already localized events improves the localization of sub-
sequent events.
[Figure 1 about here.]
3 LOCALIZATION IN UNCERTAIN VELOCITY
3.1 Relative localization
In the previous section we have shown that if the velocity model is known, then the
double-difference method provides a better estimate of the location of the unknown event
than the classical method. Now we consider a scenario where the velocity model is un-
certain. We denote the family comprising all admissible velocity models as V .
The probability density functions given by Equations 4 and 8 implicitly depend on the
assumed velocity model. If that velocity is incorrect, then the resulting estimators are
based on erroneously predicted travel times and can be biased. In particular, the perfor-
mance of the classical localization method given by Equation 4 drastically deteriorates.
On the other hand, correlograms are less sensitive to the velocity uncertainty. If the waves
from any two event locations to a receiver travel along similar paths, then the model un-
certainty can be largely canceled by the cross-correlation of their signals. Our goal, as
before, will be to estimate the location of the unknown event relative to the previously
located ones, and to analyze the resulting uncertainty due to both the noise in the signal
and the uncertainty in the velocity model.
We emphasize the dependence of all computed travel times on the velocity model, V ∈ V ,
by explicitly conditioning on the latter. The travel times and the correlogram lags will
henceforth be denoted as T (s, r | V ) and τ (si, s, r | V ). The conditional distribution
of the unknown event location s is denoted p(s | s1, . . . , sNs, Tˆj , τˆi,j, V ). Then the total
uncertainty over all velocity models is described with the marginal distribution of s ob-
tained by averaging properly normalized posterior distributions over all possible velocity
models in V
p
(
s | s1, . . . , sNs, {Tˆj}, {τˆi,j}
)
=
∑
V ∈V
p
(
s | s1, . . . , sNs, {Tˆj}, {τˆi,j}, V
)
p(V ). (9)
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The dependence of the posterior distribution of the event location on the observed data
is understood but not written explicitly. In what follows we will consider two previously
proposed methods for relative event localization: the double-difference method and the
interferometric method. We will compare their relative performance in various scenar-
ios and analyze their strengths and weaknesses. This analysis will then form a basis for
the new hybrid approach that combines the best of the two techniques and results in a
localization algorithm that outperforms either one.
3.2 Double-difference localization
Because the velocity model is uncertain, the predicted travel times, T (s, r), are biased.
Including the absolute travel times into the misfit function would further bias the esti-
mated event location. To partially mitigate this problem, we use only the correlogram
lags to construct an estimate of the location of the unknown event:
pDD({τˆi,j} | s, s1, . . . , sNs , V ) ∝ exp
[
−
1
2
Ns∑
i=1
Nr∑
j=1
(
τˆi,j − τ (si, s, rj | V )
ζi,j
)2]
. (10)
The modified, conditional on the velocity model, posterior distribution of the event loca-
tion is given by
pDD(s | s1, . . . , sNs , {τˆi,j}, V ) ∝
pDD({τˆi,j} | s, s1, . . . , sNs, V )∫∫∫
pDD({τˆi,j} | s, s1, . . . , sNs , V ) ds
. (11)
Marginalizing over all possible velocity models, we obtain the estimate of the location of
s relative to s1, . . . , sNs:
pDD(s | s1, . . . , sNs, {τˆi,j}) =
∑
V ∈V
pDD(s | s1, . . . , sNs, {τˆi,j}, V ) p(V ). (12)
Using the large number of lag points significantly boosts the signal-to-noise ratio. Be-
cause the correlograms are less sensitive to the the velocity uncertainty between the re-
ceivers and the events, the resulting estimator is less biased. However, the bias is not
perfectly mitigated (Michelini and Lomax, 2004), and in order to attempt to remove it
more effectively we will construct in the next section a related estimator based on inter-
ferometry.
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3.3 Interferometric localization
The interferometric localization method, proposed by Poliannikov et al. (2011), is another
technique that can be employed to image an unknown event relative to other events with
known locations. By partially redatuming the unknown event to the known event loca-
tions, it provides additional information that is complementary to that provided by the
physical receivers. The summary of the method is as follows.
We first assume a velocity model, V , and perform a stationary phase analysis of the cor-
relogram moveout. Specifically, for each reference event si, we take the observed lag
moveout, τˆi,j , interpolate it between the receivers as necessary, and find a stationary re-
ceiver location, ri,∗, defined by
∂rτˆi,j = 0, (13)
where ∂r denotes a directional derivative with respect to the receiver position along the
well trajectory. We interpolate the stationary location from the lag measurement and com-
pute the stationary lag
τˆi,∗ = τˆi,j |
ri,∗
. (14)
As further elaborated by Poliannikov et al. (2011), equations 13 and 14 may be used
to constrain the location, s, of the unknown event relative to all other events, si, with
which s forms stationary pairs. The likelihood function of the stationary phase condition
is written as
pINT({ri,∗, τˆi,∗} | s, s1, . . . , sNs, V ) ∝ exp
[
−
1
2
Ns∑
i=1
(
τˆi,∗ − τ (si, s, ri,∗ | V )
ζi,∗
)2]
× exp
[
−
1
2
Ns∑
i=1
(
∂rτ (si, s, ri,∗ | V )
2ζi,∗
)2]
.
(15)
The posterior distribution of the event location now has the form
pINT(s | s1, . . . , sNs, {ri,∗, τˆi,∗}, V ) ∝
pINT({ri,∗, τˆi,∗} | s, s1, . . . , sNs , V )∫∫∫
pINT({ri,∗, τˆi,∗} | s, s1, . . . , sNs, V ) ds
(16)
Marginalizing over all possible velocity models, V ∈ V , we obtain the velocity-independent
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distribution of s given all the reference events s1, . . . , sNs:
pINT(s | s1, . . . , sNs, {ri,∗, τˆi,∗}) =
∑
V ∈V
pINT(s | s1, . . . , sNs, {ri,∗, τˆi,∗}, V ) p(V ) (17)
In order to solve Equations 13 and 16 numerically, we approximate the partial derivative
with a finite difference:
∂rτ (si, s, ri,∗ | V ) ≈
τ (si, s, ri,∗ +∆r | V )− τ (si, s, ri,∗ −∆r | V )
2|∆r|
, (18)
which, as for DD, allows us to efficiently compute the posterior distribution in Equation
16 using an eikonal solver.
3.4 Comparison of the two localization methods
The double-difference and interferometric localization methods presented above have ad-
vantages and disadvantages. The double-difference localization algorithm relies on aver-
aging over many lag times. This leads to a significant improvement of the signal-to-noise
ratio, and consequently to a smaller spread of the estimator. The interferometric method is
less sensitive to velocity perturbations between the reference sources and the monitoring
well.
In order to test the performance of both methods we consider the numerical experiment
shown in Figure 1. We assume that the signal, and hence time and lag picks, are noisy. In
addition we also assume that the velocity in the overburden above the events is uncertain.
Although our approach can accommodate different forms of velocity model uncertainty,
for ease of presentation we consider here a simplified uncertainty model in which there
is only a single uncertainty parameter. Let V0 be the true velocity model. The estimated
velocity, V (z) is assumed to have the form
V (z) = V0(z)
(
1 + η(z)
)
, (19)
where
η(z) =


η z < 2500
0 z ≥ 2500
(20)
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This means that the velocity inside the production layer is known exactly, whereas the
velocity above that can be overestimated or underestimated by some random factor.
We first show the effect of the uncertainty in velocity and the error in the lag time
pick on the performance of both methods. Figure 2 contains the localization results for
the two methods for a range of η and ζ . The relative velocity error η assumes values
−20%,−10%, 0, 10%, 20%, and the lag pick take values 4 ms, 2 ms, and 1 ms. Each row
in Figure 2 corresponds to the same velocity error, and each column corresponds to the
same lag pick uncertainty. We show the 95% confidence region in the offset-depth do-
main; the results of the double-difference method are shown in blue, and the results of the
interferometric method are shown in green.
Evaluating panels from the same row in Figure 2, we observe that as the lag pick uncer-
tainty becomes smaller, so do the uncertainty regions for both methods. The uncertainty
region of the double-difference method is always smaller due to averaging over a larger
number of measurements.
Examining panels from the same column, we see that varying the velocity error in the
overburden leaves the uncertainty produced by the interferometric estimator very stable.
This is because the effect of overburden velocity uncertainty is mitigated during the sta-
tionary phase analysis. At the same time, the results of the double-difference method show
a clear dependence on the velocity error. The larger the error, the more biased the results
become.
[Figure 2 about here.]
In practice we cannot know for sure how much the assumed velocity model is different
from the true one. The total uncertainty of the estimated location includes our uncertainty
of the velocity as spelled out by Equations 12 and 17. For illustration purposes, we will
assume that Equations 19 and 20 hold with η ∼ N (0, 10%). We compute the total un-
certainty of the event location for different choices of the lag pick uncertainty and show
the results in Figure 3.
Each of the three panels can be loosely thought of as an average (weighted by the Gaus-
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sian probabilities) of the respective columns in Figure 2. The bias that the double-difference
method produces for each realization of the velocity model, V ∈ V , translates into a
larger uncertainty region when we compute the total uncertainty by averaging over V .
The relative performance of the double-difference localization method vs. the interfero-
metric localization method depends on the lag pick uncertainty and the velocity uncer-
tainty. When the lag picking error goes to zero, the velocity uncertainty dominates. The
interferometric localization method, which is better adapted to handle this, is expected to
perform better. On the other hand, if the velocity is well resolved then the error in the
lag picks dominates. By averaging over a larger number of measurements, the double-
difference localization method then produces a better estimator.
[Figure 3 about here.]
3.5 Hybrid method
Both localization methods presented above use the locations of known events to produce
estimators of an unknown event location. Both methods derive additional information
about the unknown event location from the correlograms by fitting predicted correlogram
events into observed ones. The difference between the two methods lies in the choice
of the norm used for the fitting. The double-difference localization method is based on
fitting the predicted correlogram events to the observed lags by using the ℓ2 norm over
all receivers. When the noise in the signal is uncorrelated and Gaussian, this leads to
the optimal estimate. The interferometric method attempts to match the predicted and
observed correlograms only at the stationary phase point, which leads to a better estimator
in the case of an uncertain overburden velocity.
The quality of an estimator may be judged by the size (volume) of the uncertainty region
for a fixed confidence level once velocity uncertainty has been marginalized away. The
method that produces a confidence region smaller than all others is optimal for a given
geometry and set of assumptions about uncertainty. We use this simple idea to propose
a new hybrid method of localization of one event relative to others. Instead of fitting
the data at all receivers equally or fitting it just at the locations of stationary receivers,
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we assign weights, wi,j , to each receiver, j, for each reference source, i. The weighted
likelihood function of the observed lag picks has the form:
pHYB({τˆi,j} | s, s1, . . . , sNs, V ) ∝ exp
[
−
1
2
Ns∑
i=1
Nr∑
j=1
w2i,j
(
τˆi,j − τ (si, s, rj | V )
ζi,j
)2]
(21)
The resulting estimator can be written as
pHYB(s | s1, . . . , sNs , {τˆi,j}, V ) ∝
pHYB({τˆi,j} | s, s1, . . . , sNs, V )∫∫∫
pHYB({τˆi,j} | s, s1, . . . , sNs, V ) ds
, (22)
and
pHYB(s | s1, . . . , sNs, {τˆi,j}) =
∑
V ∈V
pHYB(s | s1, . . . , sNs, {τˆi,j}, V ) p(V ). (23)
Having constructed the estimator, we can compute the volume, W , of its 95% confidence
region. The optimal weights are then found by solving the minimization problem:
{w0i,j} = arg min
{wi,j}
W. (24)
Solving this problem for a large dataset and many admissible velocity models can be
challenging, and the details of implementing such a solver are beyond the scope of this
paper. We illustrate the hybrid localization method with a simple local optimizer.
Assume that all weights, wi,j are either 0 or 1. For each reference event number i, we seek
to include the receivers j that are close to the stationary receiver location, and to exclude
the receivers that are further away from the stationary location. Thus
wǫi,j =


1, |rj − ri,∗| ≤ ǫ
0, |rj − ri,∗| > ǫ
(25)
The entire set of weights is then controlled by a single scalar. The minimization problem
(24) becomes one-dimensional and was solved by exploring the entire solution space.
[Figure 4 about here.]
The final results are shown in Figure 4. The hybrid method outperforms both the double-
difference and the interferometric methods by taking the best of both worlds. For each ref-
erence source, the algorithm automatically finds a window of receivers centered roughly
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at the stationary point. The location bias that is introduced by receivers above the sta-
tionary depth is approximately removed by the bias from receivers below the stationary
location. By combining the contributions of all receivers, we minimize the bias caused
by the velocity uncertainty while simultaneously reducing noise by averaging over many
receivers.
4 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a unified framework for localizing an unknown event relative to
other known events. This problem is typical in hydrofracture monitoring where we seek
to describe the position of one fracture relative to another. We have analyzed two methods
for event localization, double-difference and interferometry, and shown that each of them
is well-suited for specific assumptions about the geometry of the experiment, signal noise,
and uncertainty in the velocity model. The double-difference method handles the noise
in the signal and lag picks well, and it reduces the effect of the velocity uncertainty. The
interferometric localization method is even better at mitigating the velocity uncertainty in
the overburden, but it is less apt to deal with the noise in lag picks.
In order to deal with a full range of scenarios of uncertainty, both in the velocity and
in the recorded signal, we have proposed a hybrid localization method. This algorithm
incorporates the best properties of double-difference and interferometry by selectively
using data that is recorded by receivers that are stationary and near-stationary, and by
ignoring data that is recorded far away from the stationary receiver locations. As a result,
the error due to the velocity uncertainty is removed, and the error due to erroneous time
picks is greatly reduced.
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Figure 1. (a) The numerical setup with 16 receivers in a monitoring well located at depths from 1300 to 2900 m,
25 events in the reference fracture 300 m away from the well, and an unknown event in another fracture 600 m
from the well. (b) The layered velocity model. (c) 95% confidence regions for the layered velocity model with
no velocity uncertainty.
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Figure 2. 95% confidence regions for double-difference (blue) and interferometric (green) localization using
an incorrect velocity model. Results are shown for various choices of overburden velocity perturbation η and
signal noise ζ.
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Figure 3. 95% confidence regions for double-difference (blue) and interferometric (green) localization averaged
over all admissible velocity models. Results are shown for three choices of signal noise ζ.
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Figure 4. 95% confidence regions for double-difference (blue), interferometric (green), and hybrid localization
(red). Results are shown for three choices of signal noise ζ.
